Ike Says U.S. Will Follow Path of Honor

Country Cannot Subscribe to Plan Offering One Policy for Our Allies, Another for Opponents, He Says

Eisenhower Speaks in Convention Hall

The United States “will follow the path of honor” in the present armed aggression, President Eisen- 
hower declared in his speech last night, commenting on the crisis in Eastern Europe in the Middle East.

He stated, before an overflow 
crowd of 25,000 at Convention Hall, that we are looking for a policy that offers one law for the 
west, another for the east, and a third for those opposing us and another for the filling of the 

He declared that he can only be law or there will not be any peace.

M. Paul Brinkhoft

The President declared that although we are facing a crisis in creating our military weapon re-
time, once we conclude our plans, we will be able to World War III.

President Eisenhower noted that we have a “great” and “great” nations who are using military power and that it is not enough that we do not have the power. But the main thing is that we must grow and new and greater powers are not.

He mentioned that the people of America are “not with but against and entirely against our plans with nations there” and that we will work very hard to maintain our own.

“I will break this,” he declared, “with our own strength and our own ability.”

He mentioned that the people of America are formed on a very great and powerful basis that we cannot keep, they can only be formed with great strength and our own ability.

Intelligence

The American people believe that they are forming an organization against the law of the Soviet Union and that the Soviet Union is not right.
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C. Matt Dubey and Harold - the overwhelmingly female audience - wereenchanted by the 明媚 Mrs. Lichtendorf. A talented actress, she was alluring yet not overbearing, giving the performance the depth and gravity it deserved.

Happy Hunting

by Lewis Merklin, Jr.

The Ivy League can be justly proud of "Ivy" Magazine, a new publication of rather distinctive quality. The magazine, with the permission of the Ivy League, set out to attempt the reports and ideas of various magazines and educational institutions of the Ivy League. It has lost another step in the growing of the program.

A solid little issue, adorned by three glorious healthy Americans, sets the pace for quality in the magazine. It is a slick and intelligent product, designed with a certain kind of mind, the photographic control on the covers and within the issue is excellent.

Three or four features of interest included in this issue are: The Natural History of the world of sports, some well-chosen words are written by a veteran sportsman; the Ivy League approach to sports, an interesting and unique feature; and, finally, the football, where an area again depicts a strong line and a football team. Cornell argues, and quite effectively, that no man should be allowed to participate in post-season games. The Yale crew, United States Olympic Committee, is given proper applause.

The November issue features a somewhat complex article, Eberhard Faber, Chairman of the Daily Pennsylvanian, is given credit for his interesting and harmonious ideas on the impending change. Readers will derive a good example of the club atmosphere, and the sporty side of the attitude toward the great sport should most readily appreciated in a photostory section. It is a smooth, graphic presentation of an American legend in action, set in the Ivy League's atmosphere. The latest issue of "Ivy" Magazine is a brilliant and exciting one.

Happy Hunting

The plot is not the strongest point of the problem. Embrazioni on a solid base, Harold Lindsay and Reinette Rouselle have turned in a good, unerring production, with only the best roles going to the star. The humor is right and the comic relief is all in the right style. Miss Rouselle understudies Mr. Lindsay to advantage in the role of Harold，在 the acting, by the late Miss Rouselle in particular. The collection is the result of a loving, enthusiastic staging, with all the best roles going to the star. The humor is right and the comic relief is all in the right style. Miss Rouselle understudies Mr. Lindsay to advantage in the role of Harold, in the acting, by the late Miss Rouselle in particular.
Cantab Socccermen Host Penn Booters

Pennsylvania’s novice soccer team, seeking its fourth straight league victory, travels to Cambridge to meet Harvard tomorrow afternoon.

Coach Charlie Scott’s forças are currently leading the Ivy League with a 3-0 mark and they boast an overall record of 5-1-1. Besides their first place standing in the League, the Red and Blue also are leading in team offensive scoring and have also scored four goals in Ivy competition.

The Quakers have pulled away on goal in three League games, while the Lions have scored in two, having only netted four times.

Rick Tyrell and Jimmy Hill are two in individual scoring. Tyrell has tallied five while his teammate, Hill, is right behind with four. Tyrell is also followed by the Lion’s leading man with seven goals.

Harvard, which lost seven of the Ivy championship series, will line up its team this weekend against Princeton in its annual cornerstone game. The team is headed by their former head, Hardman and leading scorer, Stahl, who also has Penn’s legendary scoring record last fall.

Although the Quakers have a good many veterans returning from last year’s team, they are still behind their season opener last year.

With the exception of downhill Ben Briggs, the Quakers will be full strength for the Princeton game. Briggs tripped himself in the first game last year.

Last year the Red and Blue shot up the Ivy League game wideout of the amature. The Penn defense was able to hold the Cantabs in check and the Quakers’ outstanding defensemen brought them the all important 2-0 final.

In preparation for the game, Coach Warren Horton has increased the importance of physical conditioning. It is the fact that they are usually superiorly skilled, but physical strain as opposed to their rivals.

The Quakers are in a position to go to Harvard under the best possible circumstances. They hold victories over Columbia and Rutgers to their face. This year, the Quakers are able to work exceptionally well as a defensive unit, yielding only one touchdown.

The offense has pulled itself to the point that the Red and Blue has scored on various types of plays, including the effective use of the split-tight options, the long pass and the long range.

Penn Freshman Eleven Faces Undefeated Princeton Yearlings

Trying to stop the undefeated Princeton sophiscated eleven, is the task assigned to John Butler’s Red and Blue eleven game when it jostles with Yale tomorrow afternoon.

The game is to be played in every way at Yale’s. In their opinion, this will be the first game that Princeton is really going to have to be seriously challenged by a team.

The Quakers are in the position of the winning team so far this season and the Crimson freshmen team has to make a hard fight to stop them.

The backfield in the Princeton eleven is the best team in Penn, Pa. He is joined in the backfield by quarterback Bob Prince a all-Philadelphia selection; Mike Fassnacht, all-New Jersey choice, is fullback, and Bill McMillan from Lower Merion is the wingback.

The Red and Blue will be looking to get into scoring ways after their 12-0 defeat against Yale two weeks ago. Butler thought that Penn played well enough to win in that contest, but felt that the fullback, John Butler, was held in check and that he would have to score to score to score. Butler was well aware of the Joan Day jobs to Paul McMillan and that the offense of 14, was well enough be-cause the team is a lacking.

John Butler was injured in the game but his replacement, Charlie Brown will be back at his place at left halfback. Buttercup, quarter back John Butler and fullback John Ross will round out the Penn backfield.

Herringbone

Cheval Suits

Used to have a well-dressed look, yet one of the newest wearing fabrics for your wardrobe. Tail- and in our original "Cowboy" as well as the "nester king," lined in a slightly liaison, yellow silk. Mako silk with black or light grey herringbone. Trousers apply. Moderate price.

Open Wed. 10-8. # free parking. 24. & Woodard

Ennis, Sports Staff Make Predictions

De Ennis, Philadelphia Philpines’ endfielder, joins the Sports Staff in predicting Saturday’s grid winners.

Hitchcock, Galvano: Bennett- Schuyler

Penn Grid Team Meets Harvard

(Continued from page 1)

Steve Beason, young center from Scott County, Kentucky, will second in center, opposite men’s dorms)

Our Price $14.95

Penn Grid Team Meets Harvard

In a game played during a steady downpour at Stewart Field, Coach Arthur Rice’s J.V. soccer team was defeated by a strong West Chester State Teachers’ team, 3-1. The loss was the first after three triumphs by the Quakers while the visitors splashed up their sixth straight win.

John Neilly opened the scoring for Westchester at 9:05 with a bare drive to the curve. Several minutes later the Quakers knotted the score with a fine goal from Bodie Brumstead. At 11:30, Tony Zanepilla broke the deadlock with a handling shot to give the Teachers a 2-1 advantage.

After a scoreless second period Zanepilla added an insurance tally for Westchester at 4:04 with a vicious shot from 12 feet out.

Despite the loss and the advance of the front, the J.V. played good games. Mike Berman was especially brilliant in the goal, stopping over 90 shots for the pennant last week.

The J.V. will travel this weekend to play against the West Chester J.V. at Girard.

Teachers Beat Jayyvee Booters 3-1, in Deluge

A story of love and conflict . . . rival sponge divers operate in the silent reaches of the ocean floor

Penn JV Football Team Meets Crimson Squad

Pennsylvania’s J.V. football squad will tour Harvard this Saturday afternoon at 1:30 p.m. in the confines of Franklin Field seeking their third win in four starts.

The Red and Blue have defeated the Temple J.V.’s, 27-0, and rolled over Pennsylvania’s Penn and Ivy string victory by a 25-0 score. The Quakers' home loss this year came at the hands of an uncharacteristically

Lightweight Gridders To Battle Midshipmen On Franklin Field

Pennsylvania’s undefeated 100-pound football team plays host to the lightweight Navy this afternoon at Franklin Field.

The Quakers are in the position of the winning team so far this season and the Crimson freshman team has to make a hard fight to stop them.

The backfield in the Princeton eleven is the best team in Penn, Pa. He is joined in the backfield by quarterback Bob Prince as all-Philadelphia selection; Mike Fassnacht, all-New Jersey choice, is fullback, and Bill McMillan from Lower Merion is the wingback.

The Red and Blue will be looking to get into scoring ways after their 12-0 defeat against Yale two weeks ago. Butler thought that Penn played well enough to win in that contest, but felt that the fullback, John Butler, was held in check and that he would have to score to score to score. Butler was well aware of the Joan Day jobs to Paul McMillan and that the offense of 14, was well enough because the team is a lacking.

John Butler was injured in the game but his replacement, Charlie Brown will be back at his place at left halfback. Buttercup, quarter back John Butler and fullback John Ross will round out the Penn backfield.
NOTICES

Vets Organization Sells Tickets at HH
Mini John Gibson will present Houston Hill this afternoon at 1:30 to promote ticket sales for the formal dance sponsored by the Vets Organization.

Exhibition Held On Engineering
"Structure and Space in Contemporary Engineering," a public exhibition, open Monday and will remain open until November 20 at the School of Fine Arts.

Vets Organization Sells Tickets at HH
Mini John Gibson will present Houston Hill this afternoon at 1:30 to promote ticket sales for the formal dance sponsored by the Vets Organization.
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Vets Organization Sells Tickets at HH
Mini John Gibson will present Houston Hill this afternoon at 1:30 to promote ticket sales for the formal dance sponsored by the Vets Organization.

Medical Series Features Scheie
Dr. Harold G. Scheie, professor of ophthalmology at the University School of Medicine, will demonstrate the treatment of glaucoma on the ABC-TV network's "Eye" series, Medical Meridian.

Students! Follow the Crowd
It will pay you...since we have started our low profit markup policy.
Penn students have been crowding in our store and buying in our store. Why don't you come in and see for yourself. Our low profit markup plus our low rent location enables us to sell quality gentlemen's wear at savings from 15 to 30.

ACE AUTO RENTAL
Rent a New Car
Drive Yourself
BA 2-3997 — BA 2-4250
4220 Lancaster Ave.
Five minutes from campus

Ringing Around Rosie
University Night
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 16
Erlanger Theatre
Tickets on sale from 9 A.M. until 3 P.M. in Houston Hall.
Discount Prices for University Night only.

How's the camels for me. They taste just right and they're real easy to get along with, pack after pack.

Ace Auto Rental...have a Camel!

Discover the difference between "just smoking" and Camels!